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And it's me, Bibi.
"The  friendly bee"

Are you ready to study 
with me?



UNIT 3
Keep on Traveling



Utilize useful adjectives effectively.

Understand and use comparatives, superlatives,
and the construction "not as... as."

Utilize vocabulary related to vacation activities.

Understand and use the concept of past
continuous tense

OBJECTIVES:
Learning



LET’S START



To best describe the
following pictures,

unscramble the
given clue letters



Lesson 
Companion

CLICK THE

(and write down your answers)



answers.
Write down your
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CHECK. CHECK.
CHECK.



HOW  MANY 

DID YOU GET?
POINTS





to DESCRIBE something:
PART OF SPEECH

AT
E J

I V
D E

C



SPEAK UP!
SPEAK UP!



each word
Say
aloud.



1. ancient
2. modern
3. crowded
4. busy
5. lively
6. messy

10. quiet

7. polluted
8. calm
9. uncomfortable



NOW, 
IT'S YOUR 

TURN.



1. ancient
2. modern
3. crowded
4. busy
5. lively
6. messy

10. quiet

7. polluted
8. calm
9. uncomfortable





QUESTION
time !



I
Y
L

What's the
TOPIC today?



__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ v c t n



I
Y
L

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ v c t i o n



I
Y
L

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ v a c a t i o n





I
Y
L

__ __ __ __ __ __ __h l d y



I
Y
L

__ __ __ __ __ __ __h o l d y



I
Y
L

__ __ __ __ __ __ __h o l i d a y



I
Y
L

__ __ __ __ r i



I
Y
L

__ __ __ __ t r i



I
Y
L

__ __ __ __ t r i p





Lesson 
Companion

Click the



LISTENING
TASK



LISTEN to the conversation
between two people and ANSWER
the following questions:

TASK
1. Most probably, where did the woman spend
her holiday?

2. What bad experience did the woman have
during her trip?

5. Who is Mrs. Jones?

3. What made the woman say that it was still a
great vacation after all?

4. How are the two speakers related?



:Remember
Tips on
how to ace

a listening comprehension task.



1. Keep in mind what your
looking for.

2. Wait for the keywords.

3. Jot down notes.



LISTENING
TASK



answers.
Write down your

















LISTEN
AGAIN





QUESTION:
1. Most probably, where did the
woman spend her holiday?

A. within the city
B. in a lighthouse
C. in the mountains
D. at an adventure park



QUESTION:
2. What bad experience did the
woman have during her trip?

A. delayed flight
B. too high waterfalls
C. flooded walkways
D. wrong hotel booking



QUESTION:
3. What made the woman say
that it was still a great vacation
after all?
A. The milk was for free.
B. The rain was cold.
C. There were lots of sheep.
D. The view was amazing.



QUESTION:
4. How are the two speakers
related?

A. siblings
B. cousins
C. travel agents
D. work colleagues



QUESTION:
5. Who is Mrs. Jones?

A. their auntie
B. a neighbor
C. an officemate
D. the house helper



BONUS
QUESTION



QUESTION:
Which was NOT experienced
by the woman?

BONUS

A. swimming in a waterfall
B. rainstorm during the trip
C. staying in a farmhouse
D. tending thousands of sheep



Let's check your
work.



HOW  MANY 

DID YOU GET?
POINTS





Lesson Companion
CLICK THE
(and share your answer)



When  was the
last time you

went on a TRIP?
WHERE did you

GO?



How was theEXPERIENCE?



THE BEST
THE WORST



WRITING
TASK



THE BEST PART THE WORST PART

When was the last time you went on a trip?
________________________________________________
Where did you go?
________________________________________________

A MEMORABLE TRIP



Example :



THE BEST PART THE WORST PART

When was the last time you went on a trip?
________________________________________________
Where did you go?
________________________________________________

A MEMORABLE TRIP

I had a short local trip last month.

I went to Nakhon Ratchasima.

I saw the beautiful statue of Ya
Mo.
I had fun at NARIT museum.
I took pictures of some beautiful
temples and mountains.

The was an on-going road
construction.
Traffic was terrible.



answers.
Write down your



THE BEST PART THE WORST PART

When was the last time you went on a trip?
________________________________________________
Where did you go?
________________________________________________

A MEMORABLE TRIP



ANSWERS
Time to share 
your



SPEAK UP!
SPEAK UP!



aloud

all your 
Read
answers



THE BEST PART THE WORST PART

When was the last time you went on a trip?
________________________________________________
Where did you go?
________________________________________________

A MEMORABLE TRIP





THERE ARE MANY
WAYS TO DESCRIBE

SOMETHING



TRY
Let's !

this



Lesson 
Companion

Click the



answers.
Write down your



The air quality of the city is __________ than the forest.

Complete the sentence:
polluted



The mountain is ___________ than the river because 
it is covered with ice.

Complete the sentence:
cold



Do you agree that modern buildings are _________ than 
ancient ruins?

Complete the sentence:

interesting



The street is the _______.

Complete the sentence:

crowded



HOW  MANY 

DID YOU GET?
POINTS





GO TO

PART 2



PART 2



COMPARISON
DEGREES of

of Adjectives



Comparison of
three or more:
SUPERLATIVE
ADJECTIVES

Comparison between two:
COMPARATIVE

ADJECTIVES



Spelling
Rules

to remember



one syllable adjective=
-er/ -est

one syllable adjective ending in
consonant+vowel+consonant = 
double the final consonant +
-er/ -est

adjective ending in consonant +y =  
change the 'y' to 'i' + 
-er/ -est 

fast - faster - fastest

hot - hotter - hottest

easy - easier - easiest



adjectives of two or more syllables =  
more/ most + adjective

some comparatives are irregular =
change the spelling

comfortable - more comfortable - most comfortable

good - better - best

bad - worse - worst

relaxed - more relaxed - most relaxed



CLUE
WORDS

to remember



CLUE WORDS:
COMPARATIVE

ADJECTIVES = than

SUPERLATIVE
ADJECTIVES = the



USING COMPARATIVE and
SUPERLATIVE

 degrees of ADJECTIVES in
sentences



Lesson 
Companion

Click the



answers.
Write down your



1. The Torre Latino is the ___________ place for a view of 

            Mexico City. ( good ) 

2. I can't believe you're ___________ than me! (old)

3. My apartment is  ___________ from the park than yours. ( far )

4. I think Tokyo is the  ___________city I know. ( interesting )

5. Is Beijing ___________ than Tokyo ? ( big ) 

6. Dubai is one of the  ___________   airports in the world . ( busy )

Complete the sentences with the comparative or superlative form of the
adjectives in parentheses.



CHECK. CHECK.
CHECK.



REMEMBER:

= comparative adjectives

Comparing two
concepts

Comparing three or more
concepts = superlative adjectives



HOW  MANY 

DID YOU GET?
POINTS





NOTE
Take !



We may also show
comparison by using the
expressions:

as ... as
not as ... as

= equally the same

= not equally
      the same



177 cm 177 cm

Martin Nick

Martin is as tall as
Nick.

Nick is as tall as
Martin.

as.. as



Neptune  is smaller than Uranus.
Uranus  is bigger than Neptune

Neptune is not as big as Uranus.

Uranus is not as small as Neptune.

not as.. as



Your turn:



Lesson 
Companion

Click the 

(and complete the tasl



answers.
Write down your



5 pounds 5 pounds

Baby Kim Baby Lily

ADJECTIVE:  heavy

Write down your two sentences:



Let's check your
work.



NEXT



ADJECTIVE:  
fast
slow

________________________________

________________________________

Write down your two sentences:



ADJECTIVE:  
fast
slow

________________________________

________________________________

Write down your two sentences:

A cat is faster than a squirrel.

A squirrel is slower than a cat.



SPEAK UP!
SPEAK UP!



to READ ALOUD
the correct
answers 

Try

one-by-one.



5 pounds 5 pounds

Baby Kim Baby Lily

Baby Kim is as
heavy as Baby Lily.

Baby Lily is as heavy
as Baby Kim.

ADJECTIVE:  heavy



ADJECTIVE:  
fast

slow
A cat is faster than a squirrel.

A squirrel is slower than a cat.

A cat is not as slow as a squirrel.

A squirrel is not as fast as a cat.





RECALL:

TRAVEL QUESTIONS 

Do you still

remember your
answers?



When  was the
last time you

went on a TRIP?
WHERE did you

GO?



How was theEXPERIENCE?



THE BEST

THE WORST



WRITE  DOWN our
answers into a passage.



Here's my story.



READING
TASK



Lesson 
Companion

CLICK THE

(and complete the task)



Spot all the 

in the story.
adjectives



answers.
Write down your



          Last month, I had a short trip to Nakhon Ratchasima to meet some friends. While I
was traveling, I just realized that there was a road construction. Oh my! The traffic was
terrible!

           On the first day of the trip, my friends and I decided to visit the famous statue of Ya
Mo - the female warrior of Northeastern Thailand. Many people were offering flowers and
candles at that beautiful monument. They were paying respect to the Brave Lady of
Korat.

           During the second day of the trip, we dropped by at the National Astronomical
Research Institute of Thailand (NARIT). A group of high school students were having their
field trip when we arrived. Though the sun was shining brightly outside that afternoon,
the indoor exhibits entertained, comforted, and taught us a lot.

          The last day of the trip was quite different. We saw a helipad in the middle of an
enormous field. We were already driving back home then. My friends and I decided to
stop by to take some interesting pictures. Some people were jogging around the area.
Others were having a lovely family picnic. Since I didn’t know the names of those
surrounding places, I just called them Wat Cheui Cheui and Phu Kao Cheui Cheui.

The whole trip was tiring, but indeed I had a great time!



CHECK. CHECK.
CHECK.



HOW  MANY 

DID YOU GET?
POINTS





Now, try to 
SPOT all the 

VERBS  



Lesson 
Companion

CLICK THE

(and complete the task)



Spot all the 

in the story.
verbs



answers.
Write down your



              Last month, I had a short trip to

Nakhon Ratchasima to meet some friends.

While I was traveling, I just realized that

there was a road construction. Oh my! The

traffic was terrible!





          On the first day of the trip, my friends

and I decided to visit the famous statue of

Ya Mo - the female warrior of Northeastern

Thailand. Many people were offering

flowers and candles at that beautiful

monument. They were paying respect to

the Brave Lady of Korat.





          During the second day of the trip, we

dropped by at the National Astronomical

Research Institute of Thailand (NARIT). A

group of high school students were having

their field trip when we arrived. Though the

sun was shining brightly outside that

afternoon, the indoor exhibits entertained,

comforted, and taught us a lot.



          The last day of the trip was quite different. We

saw a helipad in the middle of an enormous field. We

were already driving back home then. My friends and I

decided to stop by to take some interesting pictures.

Some people were jogging around the area. Others

were having a lovely family picnic. Since I didn’t know

the names of those surrounding places, I just called

them Wat Cheui Cheui and Phu Kao Cheui Cheui.





         The whole trip was tiring, but
indeed I had a great time!



HOW  MANY 

DID YOU GET?
POINTS





What's the difference
between the two groups
of VERBS  



had
realized

was
decided

dropped by
arrived

entertained
comforted

taught
saw

decided
didn’t know

called

was traveling
were offering
were paying
were having
was shining
were driving
were jogging
were having

GROUP 1 GROUP 2



SIMPLE PAST TENSE PAST  CONTINUOUS
TENSEhad

realized
was

decided
dropped by

arrived
entertained
comforted

taught
saw

decided
didn’t know

called

was traveling
were offering
were paying
were having
was shining
were driving
were jogging
were having



We use PAST CONTINUOUS  
to describe actions in progress
at a partuclar time in the past

was/ were + ing (verb)



was/were traveling
was/ were offering
was/ were paying
was/ were having
was/ were shining
was/ were driving
was/ were jogging
was/ were having

PAST  CONTINUOUS
TENSE



TRY
Let's !

this



ACTIVITY

CLICK ON THE LESSON COMPANION.

IDENTIFY THE VERBS IN
THE PAST CONTINUOUS

TENSE



1. What were you doing at five o'clock yesterday? 

2. I was expecting Monica to call. 

3. Rafael was talking to his friend. 

4. We were playing outside, but it started to rain. 

5. Adam was watching TV while I worked. 

6. While you were sleeping, I baked a cake. 

7. I was doing my homework all morning. 

8. Clara was running when the accident happened.

DIRECTION:  Underline the verbs in the PAST CONTINUOUS TENSE.



CHECK. CHECK.
CHECK.



HOW  MANY 

DID YOU GET?
POINTS





GO TO

PART 3



PART 3



QUESTION
time !



last night
What were you doing

around 7 PM?



My 
TURN

first.



Hey, Bibi! What were you
doing last night around 

7 PM?

I was watching TV
with my family.



Now,

TURN
it's your

.



last night
What were you doing

around 7 PM?



SPEAK UP!
SPEAK UP!



your answer
Say
aloud.



What were you doing last
night around 7 PM?

NOTE: I was + ing





SPEAK UP!
SPEAK UP!



What were you doing last
night around 11 PM?

NOTE: I was + ing





What were you doing
around 7 AM this morning?

NOTE: I was + ing





 ASSESSMENT
UNIT



MY LAST
HOLIDAY

TRIP
(see next slide)



Direction:

PART 1.

Write a short essay
about your LAST

HOLIDAY TRIP                    



Direction:

PART 2.

Make a self video-
recording while reading
aloud / telling your story.

Use a picture from your
trip as your video
background. 



Remember  to use Simple Past &
Past Continuous Tenses. To add

more details and descriptions 
on your trip, use the 

different DEGREES of Adjectives.
                    

NOTE:



HOMEWORK :
Click on the 
Google Form 
provided
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LESSONS
SUPPLEMENTARY

Need more
practice?



ADJECTIVES



to DESCRIBE something:

PART OF SPEECH

ADJECTIVE



Lesson 
Companion

Click the 

(and complete the task)



ancient
modern
crowded
busy
lively
messy
polluted
quiet
calm
uncomfortable

Match the ADJECTIVES and the
PICTURES:



OTHER 
POSSIBLE 
ANSWERS



Degrees of Comparison
ADJECTIVES



Lesson 
Companion

Click the

(and complete the task)



COMPLETE
the table

with the correct form and spelling of
COMPARATIVES and

SUPERLATIVES



answers.
Write down your



POSITIVE COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

1. ancient
2. modern
3. crowded
4. busy
5. lively
6. messy
7. polluted
8. quiet
9. calm
10. uncomfortable

more ancient than the most ancient 



REMEMBER:

= comparative adjectives

Comparing two
concepts

Comparing three or more
concepts = superlative adjectives






